Dental branding: three important truths

By James McAnally, DDS

Many national consultants feel “mission statements,” “branding” and “logos” are important. You’ll never hear anyone at Big Case Marketing saying such. Why? Because there are fundamental truths about branding and “image” that aren’t getting shared with dentists, and here they are.

Truth No. 1: mission statements

Patients could care less. Patients, and actually everyone, are tuned to their favorite station whose call letters are WII-FM — What’s in it for me?

Truth No. 2: logos and brands

Logos? The only thing less important to your patient than your logo is your mission statement. Thus, no need to worry much about logo design. A logo can cost $250 or $5,000. Instead of spending a month’s marketing budget on your logo, invest the $4,750 on direct response based marketing to make the phone ring with patients you wish to treat.

Logos can be useful if gracing a popular product on a shelf, backed by multi-millions of dollars in advertising. Then there’s value. When that level of money is spent, even when dead, a brand still has value. Is that your situation? Is that the situation of even the largest group practices or “chains” of clinics? Doubtful.

A logo can also be useful when a niche culture or sub-culture wears it on their polo shirt. In triathlons I’ve seen IronMan® logos tattooed on some fellow racers. That’s true power in branding. No one is queueing up to get our logos as tattoos though.

Logos won’t make or break us. Patients don’t lie awake eagerly anticipating your newest logo design or, really, any company’s. The patient simply doesn’t care. Recently, people on the street were shown the Subway® logo — the real one and four fakes all on the same sheet of paper. With millions in franchise fees annually spent on marketing, only 6 percent could pick out the real logo! Dentist logos backed by $50k to $500k are not going to beat that dismal result or create new cases.

Truth No. 3: the doctor is the brand

The bigger the dollar amount involved, the more important you become. Patients need who you are, not what you are, and you in the consult room is the brand. This becomes even more important after the patient receives promotional information from the practice and schedules a live appointment.

With the right marketing, patients can call a practice, know very little about the doctor and still be powerfully motivated to seek treatment with that office because they were offered solutions to problems, not logos, brands or mission statements.

Are you offering solutions to problems or simply wasting time, energy, and money on things the patient really doesn’t care about?
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Supporting Comment on the New Extraction Instruments

Faster, easier and better — these are the three magic attributes that I look for whenever I evaluate new products. The Golden Misch Physics Forceps are by far one of the greatest advancements I have seen in exodontia in my 28 year career. Using these unique instruments greatly reduces buccal bone loss during the extraction, making implant support and esthetic success much more predictable.

The amount of time, effort and frustration saved is incredible, especially with challenging teeth. The Physics Forceps are an absolute must for every dental practice and I highly recommend them in my lectures.

Louis Malcmacher, DDS, MAGD
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